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An Actor Adapts:
Understanding Acting through Digitalization
and Psychophysical Training
Bandhuka Premawardhana *
Faculty of Graduate Studies,
University of the Visual and Performing Arts, Colombo, Sri Lanka
Abstract: Art changes and grows with technology. Film is such an artform that has emerged
through evolution in technology. The role of the actor in the viewing process of a film
production differs from their role in a theatre production. Though a theoretical analysis of the
actor from the position of a film vs theatre debate would place the film actor and theatre actor
far apart, the roles that theatre and film play in the work of the actor are quite similar. It might be
argued that the ‘point of performance’ is the same. The demands that theatre and film make of
the actor might be observed not only through differences in medium, but also through an
exploration of acting style. Psychophysical training explores and re-invents the point of
performance, expanding the reach and potential of the actor through an understanding of space
and energy. These trainings develop understandings of movement and physicality through which
style too can be explored. In this paper, discussions into acting for theatre and acting for film
were conducted with actors and directors in the Sri Lankan acting industry, and observations into
psychophysical training were made with the actors of the AHEAD Actors Lab, that develops an
actor training methodology through angampora.
Keywords: Angampora, acting, psychophysical training, theatre vs film, bodymind awareness,
stylization.
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1. Introduction
Art is in a state of constant change. From the point of birth of the motion picture, debates and
arguments that question and assert the place that film holds as an art form among poetry and
painting have been countless. This is particularly the case concerning the relationship between
film and theatre. Is film an evolution of theatre? Is film a replacement for theatre? Is theatre a
dying form of art? Are film and theatre not even remotely connected? These questions cannot be
answered. They can only be explored, unpacked, analyzed through discussion and debate.
This paper explores the primary element that links the two art forms – the actor – or
rather discusses the similarities, dissimilarities and influences between theatre and film. Beginning
with a theoretical exploration of theatre and film and then progressing into research conducted
through interviews and questionnaires with Sri Lankan film actors, this paper will examine the
actor’s view on acting in the two mediums – film and theatre. Interviews were carried out with
actors Mahendra Perera (Machan 2008, Davena Vihangun 2016, Gini Avi Saha Gini Keli 1998),
Nimmi Harasgama (Ira Madiyama 2003, Funny Boy 2020, The Good Karma Hospital 2017 onwards),
Bimsara Premarathne (According to Matthew 2018, Sons and Fathers 2017) and director Sumathy
Sivamohan (Sons and Fathers 2017, The Single Tumbler 2021). Thereon, this paper will look into the
role that psychophysical training plays in the development of the craft of the actor. How
important is awareness and development of the bodymind for performance?
Psychophysical training will be explored through the ancient Lankan martial art
angampora. The meaning of the word ‘angampora’ is to fight with the body. The purpose of the
AHEAD Actors Lab is to develop an actor training methodology by extracting the body-training
techniques that angampora offers to practitioners.

2.

Theoretical supplements

Acting theory today, primarily Western-centric acting theory, leans heavily on the work of
Konstantin Stanislavsky as the bedrock for acting theory and actor training methodology.
Branching away from the work of Stanislavsky and his students (but never completely departing
from it), actors, directors and film theorists alike have developed and altered Stanislavskian
methodologies to cater specifically to the new intermediary between the actor and the audience –
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the camera. Walter Benjamin sees the interruption of the camera as a loss of the aura of the actor;
an interruption of the actor-audience relationship that can never be salvaged, leading to a
destruction of the cult value of live theatre:
One might generalize by saying: the technique of reproduction detaches the reproduced object
from the domain of tradition. By making many reproductions it substitutes a plurality of copies for
a unique existence. And in permitting the reproduction to meet the beholder or listener in his own
particular situation, it reactivates the object reproduced. These two processes lead to a tremendous
shattering of tradition (Benjamin 1969: 4)

Benjamin sees the camera almost as a villain victimizing the actor and taking away their
very selves in a merciless digitalization of the body. Though not entirely untrue, it is not as
horrible as it may seem. Siegfried Kracauer views this as the ability of the camera to objectively
capture physical space in which the actor is now only a component. To Kracauer, the actor has
moved away from being the sole carrier of language and narrative (as is the case in theatre) to
being an object located in a broader physical context. Could this be considered a ‘demotion’ of
sorts? Certainly, the title of the ‘most valuable’ (in the case of film) now falls to the camera.
However, the physical context in which the film actor is located and objectively observed also
allows them to portray much closer to ‘truth’ than theatre could ever allow. This might be
considered an immense luxury by some. Kracauer discusses the ability of the film actor to now
solidly illustrate “the many, often imperceptible details that makes up the physical side of his
impersonation” (Kracauer 1960: 93) which in theatre, “cannot cross the unbridgeable distance
between stage and spectator” (Kracauer 1960: 93).
The discussion of the camera as a viewer of objects (rather than events) brings an interesting
angle to the theatre-film debate. The understanding of the camera as an objective gatherer of data
and the theatre audience member as a subjective beholder of language highlights a primary
difference between film and theatre. Susan Sontag takes this difference to the extent of
identifying cinema as an ‘object’. While a theatre performance is alive, active, and engages with
the audience (thereby satisfying Benjamin’s demand for aura), a cinema object is passive,
inanimate, and void of agency until the viewer activates it through interpretation. Film is still,
while theatre is dynamic. Theatre retains the prestigious title of ‘performance’:
The object aspect of film, the performance aspect of theatre are merely means-means to the
experience, which is not only “of” but “through” the film and the theatre-event. Each subject of
an aesthetic experience shapes it to his own measure. With respect to any single experience, it
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hardly matters that a film is usually identical from one projection of it to another while theatre
performances are highly mutable (Sontag 1966: 31).

The stillness of film brings with it a unique quality which theatre cannot offer – the
quality of timelessness. The body of the film actor moves through time and is unapologetically
unaffected by the context within which it is viewed, be it on the day that it is released, or a
century from then. On the other hand, the theatre actor will always be located within the context
of the performance. For instance, video renditions of Shakespeare’s Othello portraying the bodies
of Anthony Hopkins and Lawrence Olivier in blackface are enjoyed even today. In contrast, a
theatre production casting a white actor painted black as Othello would not see the light of day in
the 21st Century.
From this perspective, one can argue that theatre can then only be renewed and never
revisited. A film, however, never changes. The stage actor and the film actor are now as far apart
as life and death itself. They are completely antithetical when observed from this theoretical point
of view. Are theatre and film as antithetical to the actor, as they are to the theorist? Some would
argue that that acting for theatre and acting for film do not carry any primary differences. Others
say that style depends not on the medium but on the artist.
Discussions with local film and theatre actors and directors revolved around acting for
film and acting for theatre based on their experiences functioning in the two mediums. Their
points of view are brought into three topics of discussion: challenges in catering for theatre and
film, the question of style, and the role that physical training plays in the development of the
body and mind of the actor.

3.

Challenges in catering to film and theatre

The most apparent difference between theatre and film to the actor is the actor’s physical target.
In the case of theatre, the actor portrays to a physical, distanced, live audience. The theatre actor
must put in work to project a visual and auditory representation to a physically present, yet
distanced audience. The camera captures the body of the film actor and brings it to the viewer,
eliminating the distance factor that plays into a stage portrayal:
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Cinema is something that is projected from the screen itself. It captures your portrayal through the
lens, which means that the camera can even come right up to your eyes. This means that the most
complicated moments of your performance are captured (M Perera 2021, pers. comm., 29
September: Translation mine).

The ability of the camera to capture and present details in the body of the actor might be
understood as an ability to bring the viewer closer to the ‘real’. Much like how Kracauer puts it,
the body of the actor is now part of the reality of the objects that surround it. However, while
Kracauer sees the body of the actor as an object in film, Sivamohan sees the object on film as an
actor. “There’s a coffee cup, there’s a phone. You are also one of those things. But they are not
objects. The phone is alive, the coffee cup is speaking in a film; in a mise en scene” (S Sivamohan
2021, pers. comm., 21 September). Theatre, as Sivamohan points out, relies heavily on the actor
as the carrier of meaning and narrative. When the actor is charged with the burden of projecting
one’s body to the audience member, intricacies and nuances are lost in translation, detaching
theatre from objective realism. The stage actor faces the demand for an ‘outward projection’,
while the film actor portrays more ‘inwardly’. Why then, is theatre often called ‘fresh’ and ‘alive’
and ‘closer to the heart’ than film?
Let us say that the play starts at 6:30 and continues till 9:30. Within that time, we will
definitely be with that character. Even if we go into the makeup room, the way we
rehearsed the character, that print on our mind will be there with us throughout. The
performance takes place in the proper order of the scenes (M Perera 2021, pers. comm.,
29 September: Translation mine).

In a theatre production, the actor is free to commit completely to the role and immerse
one’s mind and body in the narrative, the intentions and objectives of one’s character, which
often results in a smoother and ‘deeper’ portrayal by the actor. “I think [on the] third or the
fourth day, soon after, I found it very difficult to get out of character… And Ruwanthi was like
‘the performance was great, but you are not yourself’… here it was more like a trance” (B
Premarathne 2021, pers. comm., 22 September) says Premarathne in reference to a character she
deeply connected with in a theatre production. When asked whether she might have found
difficulty in connecting as closely with her character if she were acting on camera, her response
was: “Had there been interruptions, I may have not found it as difficult as that to get out of it” (B
Premarathne 2021, pers. comm., 22 September).
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On camera, one must always be prepared to be brought back to reality, to the superobjectives of the camera, a machine of many needs. The film actor must be prepared for various
interruptions based on what the camera wishes to see and reproduce. We must note the sacrifice
the actor makes for the purpose of continuity. It is assumed that the loss of continuity in the
actor’s performance is made up for by continuity in objective realism. But is that always a
profitable give-and-take? One may adapt to this situation by lengthening the duration of a take or
by documenting the body of the actor in real time from the required points of view. These
approaches bring with them their unique challenges. The matter of continuity will challenge the
actor through the needs of the production.
How can psychophysical training help the film actor adapt to, and overcome the
challenge of continuity? Can the actor develop focus and concentration to maintain a high level
of performance amidst interruptions? These are the questions that the AHEAD Actors Lab
explores.

4.

Acting to style? Or acting for a medium?

In understanding the actor as wanting to be ‘in character’, we come to an observation that
changes the course of this paper from the goal it initially set out for itself. It is the understanding
of the ‘point of performance’. Though we initially identified theatre acting as ‘outward’ and film
acting as ‘inward’, Sivamohan sees acting – be it theatre or film – as something coming from the
‘same place’ despite the medium. Perera maintains a similar point of view, pointing out that
though the viewing of the two mediums might be different, the point of origin for the portrayal is
the same. The style of acting would differ based on the nature in which the performance is
viewed. Harasgama takes this discussion further. She maintains that the difference in style is not
at all based on differences between theatre and film, but rather on the Super Objective
(Stanislavsky 1964:271-280) itself. What is the view of the director? What is the genre of
production? What is the objective of the writer? What style does the actor themselves wish to
bring in? To Harasgama, it is these things and not the medium that factor in determining the style
of the performance. ‘Inward’ and ‘outward’ are not adaptations to medium:
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If you’re looking at physical theatre, then that is completely different to acting on film. But then if
you’re looking at a play by Harold Pinter, that is a very internalized form of acting which is very
similar to the cinematic style. So, you’re looking at different styles of playwrights as well then,
aren’t you? So, you can’t black-and-white say that theatre and film there’s a difference, because
you’re looking at different styles of film. You’re looking at action movies. You’re looking at filmnoir, a musical film like Moulin Rouge. They all have different styles and it’s how the actor
approaches it with the director in the end that makes that particular film or that particular piece of
theatre (N Harasgama 2021, pers. comm., 24 September).

From the actors’ standpoint, portrayals in theatre and film are different. Frustratingly,
they are the same as well. They differ based on style, but this style may not necessarily be based
on medium. We learn here that regardless of medium, the element of life does not change at the
point of performance. The character on the movie screen and the character on stage are both
representations, and this representation takes place through the control and manipulation of the
mind and the body of the actor. It is not then a question of the medium in which the actor
performs, but one on the style in which they perform. How important is it that the actor can
manipulate varying styles? What is the role that psychophysical development plays in being able
to manipulate acting styles based on objectives? These matters are explored through discussions
into psychophysical training and its influence on the development of the actor.

5.

Psychophysical actor training methodologies

Recent explorations into psychophysical training for the actor have taken place through Indian
martial arts and dance forms Kalarippayattu and Kathakali. Phillip. B. Zarrilli discusses the
influence that he felt when studying these art forms from an actor’s perspective. He describes it
as an “internal energy” (Zarrilli 2002: 184) which he can control, through consciousness of his
bodmyind. It is a strange yet exciting discovery; something that the AHEAD Actors Lab wishes
to further:
I was able to enter a state of heightened awareness of and sensitivity to both my
bodymind/breath in action, as well as the immediate environment. I was simultaneously
beginning to discover how not to stand still, while standing still (Zarrilli, 2002, p. 184).

The actor, consciously or unconsciously, is in constant pursuit of the ‘internal energy’ that
fuels a portrayal. How are we to access this?
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There has never been an academic training for the performing that I do. But where the training
has come, I think is – I did classical ballet when I was quite small. I started singing, so various
other art forms gave the discipline to performing… and this is unconscious. Only now, when I
reflect on it, that I know that some of the discipline has come from there (B Premarathne 2021,
pers. comm., 22 September).

The discussion on physical training was approached from the subjects of space and
energy. Premarathne credits her success as an actor in film, theatre, and voice to her strong
foundation in performance through ballet, ballroom, and Kandyan dance. Much like Zarrilli,
Premarathne discusses internal energy, identifying it as something given and taken through an
understanding of Self and Other: “What I call it is an exchange of energy. What you do as a
performer is that you channel your energy... So that energy, on the one hand, you need to create
within you… so you need to have that awareness of how you are going to use your body. So
protecting that internal energy is important” (B Premarathne 2021, pers. comm., 22 September).
Sivamohan discusses the idea of Self and Other through body and space. As actors, we
must identify, observe and interact with our own bodies and the bodies of others. This is a
renewed understanding of language; a discussion, conversation through one’s entire being; a
unique sense that must be cultivated to portray the otherwise subconscious. This is
psychophysical:
Where I would say physical development is important is, to merge with and identify space… when
you go from one space to another, you claim it outwardly, but you also claim your body… a lot of
our people, they are not used to touching. We are not allowed to touch our bodies. And touch
other people’s bodies. At least, not in allowable ways. How do you share? How do you touch? So,
you define your space through others, it is not a self – centered thing (S Sivamohan 2021, pers.
comm., 21 September).

The challenge of coming into contact with other bodies, relating it to self, giving and
receiving energies are overcome through psychophysical training and angampora. The angampora
artist performs in close physical proximity with other bodies. They interact with others through
various mental and physical exercises. The importance of psychophysical training has been
downplayed in popular actor training methodologies. Theatre practitioner and AHEAD Actors
Lab participant, Lihan Mendis had this to say about the role that physical development plays in
actor training:
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I believe we often fail to realize just how important physical training is to an art where the body is
the primary vessel of expression. As Archilochus says, “We don’t rise to the level of our
expectations- we fall to the level of our training”. Applied to performance, I believe this quote
reflects the truth that training is the key to opening doors of opportunity and, on a deeper level,
connects us to who we are- to a higher level of consciousness which is a gift that keeps on giving
(L Mendis 2021, pers. comm., 28 September).

The understanding of acting as something more than a subjection of the body to the will
of the mind is apparent through the discussions that have taken place so far. Developing
awareness of the self, energy and a feeling for space are crucial in a performance regardless of the
medium of performance. We are yet to discover ‘how not to stand still, while standing still’.
Through the work of the Actors Lab, perhaps we have discovered that we can. The current
developments with regard to psychophysical training are explored with the actors who are a part
of the Actors Lab. Pradeep Ramawickrama had this to say when discussing the tools he used for
his latest role, which he performed to the camera:
Something that was very important to me is angampora. It’s not that I used angampora for that
role, but my mind was exercised through angampora. For my physical reactions, my emotions, for
my printing power, imagination, creativity. Doors that were shut for a long time were quickly
opened up through these exercises (P Ramawickrama 2021, pers. comm., 29 September:
Translation mine).

The development of one’s focus is something that all performers experienced through
angampora. Something extremely noteworthy is how actors find it challenging to articulate their
experiences. Much like Ramawickrama’s, most explanations took place through similes and
images. Referring to her angampora training, contemporary dancer Kanchana Malshani says:
“How do we keep our mind in one place? How do we listen to our bodies? These are the things
that I learnt the most from that place” (K Malshani 2021, pers comm., 30 September: Translation
mine).
The AHEAD Actors Lab explores the relationship between the body and the mind and
aims to carry the actor to a higher level of consciousness, a deeper understanding of the
actor/character Self. It explores the relationship between body and space, body and energy. It
explores the development of “single minded determination and purpose of spirit” (Bowman
2019: 3) for the embodiment of character and the development of portrayal:
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As a theatre practitioner, I made associations between angampora and theatre: the intense
concentration and discipline, attention to detail, rehearsed choreographic movements, being
conscious of one’s body and having control (M Ariyasinghe 2021, pers. comm., 29 September).
Using energy to train angam movements was a good incentive for my performance. I think
training built my body-mind awareness, that is why I felt that incentive feeling… once, I [did]
selected movements of katas at the Payagala beach. At that time, I felt how my body-mind work
together with the music of the sea and how sound affected my being. As Stanislavski has
mentioned, that this moment of experiencing the body-mind consciousness is a rare asset and a
“happy momentெ for the actor (C Darshika 2021, pers. comm., 30 September).

Though Sontag, Benjamin and Kracauer might discuss vast differences between theatre
and film, our discussions point out that the point of performance is, despite differences in
technicalities, quite the same. As Harasgama points out, the divisions in methods of acting might
begin not with a discussion of film and theatre, but rather with a discussion of styles. This is a
subtle but important difference, when some styles such as Noh acting being very ‘outward’ and
dynamic, while other styles might be more ‘inward’ and far more subtle. The functions of the two
mediums point out that one medium may find a certain style of acting more appealing than
another. How then, is the actor to develop a command of style? To manoeuvre between and
cater to the demands they face in their profession? The AHEAD Actors Lab, through the
development of a psychophysical form of actor training, brings the actor to a deeper state of
consciousness of one’s self. It contests current dualistic perceptions of the body and mind as two
separate entities and explores the development of a single psychophysical unit through corporeal
training. Who knows what continued exploration might offer?
The understanding of the role that art plays in our lives changes continuously. Its
influence on life is infinite, and its influence on our lives continues to grow. Film as an art form is
in constant motion and development in adapting to a world growing closer together and also
larger than ever before. The actor, earlier defined solely through theatre is now redefined through
the camera stressing on greater need for variability in style. The actor adapts, the actor changes,
the actor grows. The actor evolves further with the union of body and mind to elevated levels of
performance, and will continue to portray ever-changing life that begins and ends with art.
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